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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this research paper is to measuring business plan achievement : A
case study at Melaka International Islamic college of Technology (KTIM). This
paper looks at the achivement business plan (student enrollment) in terms of
marketing perspective (promotion), fees and financial aid, perception of quality and
program offered. This paper also studies the relationship between this independent
variables towards achivement of business plan.
The findings reveal that four factors which are promotion, fees and financial aid,
perception of quality, and program significantly affected student enrollment which
becomes major factor on KTIM's business plan. It is recommended that further
studies and analysis should be undertaken to ascertain retention and success factor
affecting students enrollment in KTIM.
Finally, SWOT analysis and TOWS matrix used and recommended in order to
enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of business plan and for alternative
solutions for Board of Directors of Melaka International Islamic College Of
Technology.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Nowadays there are more than 500 Private Higher Learning Education Institutions
(PHEI) in Malaysia offering certified academic programs from certificate level to
Philosophy Doctorate. The PHEI is restricted under Private Higher Learning Institutions
Act (1996), Education Act 1996, Malaysia Qualification Agency (MQA) Act 2007
which replaced National Accreditation Board (LAN) 1996, University and University
Colleges (Amendment) Act 1996, National Higher Education Fund Corporation Act
1997 (Disney and Adlan, 2000). PHEI monitored through Ministry of Higher Learning
under Management Sector of PHEI (SP-PHEI) and Malaysia Qualification Agency
(MQA). The PHEI must follow all rules, regulations, standard and procedure set up by
these authorities.
The function of the Act is to ensure that all PHEI can deliver academic quality, which
involved premises, educators and educations, information centre, management systems,
student services, financial capabilities and security. These authorities also ensure that the
PHEI is up to the standard especially when they recruit international students. Currently
there are more than 58,000 international students studying in Malaysia.
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